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September 20, American Horror Story: Apocalypse , we witnessed the end of civilization as we know it, as all
major cities in the world were hit by nuclear strikes. Gallant, Coco, and Mallory; a group of rich people who
bought a spot in the outpost. We also met Timothy and Emily, two teenagers who were taken into the outpost
because of their incredible genetic makeup. The show also introduced Ms. Venable, the leader of the outpost.
Snake Soup Emily was alone in her room, when the snake from Coven slithered around her walls. She
immediately screamed, which alerted Ms. Mead and the other authorities of the outpost. Mead quickly killed
the snake and had them cooked up for dinner that night. The snakes came back to life and everyone ran away
from the table in horror. Later that night, Michael Langdon revealed his presence to all of the people in the
outpost. Langdon told everyone of the Sanctuary and the situation that they were currently in. Gallant
volunteered to be evaluated first. Evaluations Langdon and Mr. Gallant began their initial evaluation process.
Gallant revealed that he hated his grandmother, Evie. He hated her because of her treatment of his
homosexuality. Timothy and Emily had begun some sort of romantic relationship, Emily attempted to
convince Timothy to run away from the outpost and find the Sanctuary by themselves. Timothy refused to do
so. Later that night, Gallant was visited by the spirit from earlier, wearing a leather suit, and the two engaged
in sexual intercourse. Timothy and Emily snuck around the facility and found a laptop that was working and
showed an email sent only a week ago. She insisted that she was given that order by the Cooperative. Mead
arrived and took Venable away. Down Time While alone in the communal room, Gallant was visited by the
spirit again. Mead walked in on Timothy and Emily having sex and she had them both taken prisoner. Gallant
followed the spirit back to his room and attempted to de-mask the spirit, but it was to no avail. Gallant
managed to overpower the spirit and stabbed it to death. It was revealed that it was actually his grandmother
he was stabbing. Then Venable ordered them to be executed. Let us know down in the comment section!
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It is soothing, and it inspires introspection, just allowing the soft breeze to massage your skin as you listen to
the music of the palms in the wind. The waves rise and fall, making music of their own, and they come from
the distant horizon where the sky touches the sea. A few metres away from the soft sands of the beach, fishing
boats are anchored in the waters of the shallow sea. They sway rhythmically with the wind. People stroll along
the beach and there are a few camel taxis, too. But it is not the voices of people that you hear, only the sounds
of the natural world. It is restorative and you cannot have enough of it. The reason is self-evident, therefore, as
to why the business empire builder who owns this place, and who has a multiple choice of homes that he could
retire to, chose to spend his sunset years here. It is a corner of paradise on earth. There is physical evidence of
that war in the form of delayed maintenance. That war was won. The empire builder, who resides here is
Kenneth Stanley Njindo Matiba. When this assignment to write about him on the 23rd anniversary of the Saba
Saba uprising came up, I put through a request to his family to give me access. After about a week, Susan
Mwamto, his daughter, called me with this answer: We shall go ahead with the story. But I have to tell you
that it will not be possible for you to interview Mzee. Later, Susan told me: We lost him through the detention
and the stroke. He went in one man and he came out another one. So in many ways, we lost the man we knew.
We lost the father that we had. We are glad that we still have him, but it changed the course of our family life
forever. It has been very challenging, but it has been worthwhile. I think, for all of us, there are no regrets,
because he set us such an example. It is good to do what your conscience tells you is right. With his
incapacitation, he cannot participate in the debates about what Kenya has become as a result of the pivotal role
he played to expand democratic space in the late s and early s. To his credit, he penned his memoirs in â€”
Aiming High: The Story of my Life. But so much has happened since then, not least the adoption of a new
Constitution that has changed the political architecture of the country. He embodies a fading generation, the
one that took over Kenya when the colonial administration left in Some of his closest friends and political
collaborators like John Michuki and Njenga Karume are gone. Others are aged and infirm. All represent an
important Kenyan story and historians are scurrying for it before it is too late. Who really is Kenneth Matiba?
He is a super-achiever, who came to grief on the sword of his unbending adherence to personal principles. He
not only succeeded in almost everything he attempted, but did it in a big way. He was a permanent secretary at
the age of Although this can doubtless be attributed to being at the right place at the right time with his
Makerere education and Kenya getting Independence, he made a big success of the job and President Jomo
Kenyatta was reluctant to release him when he decided to get into the corporate world. He joined Kenya
Breweries as a general manager and rose to become the managing director. Under him, the company expanded
and he imposed his personal character on it, turning it into a big sponsor of sports because he was himself an
avid sportsman and outdoorsman. He left the corporate scene to join politics and was elected MP for Kiharu in
on his first attempt, ousting the venerable Dr Julius Gikonyo Kiano, the first Kenyan to obtain a PhD degree.
He won every election, save for the infamous Kanu branch elections of when he was blatantly rigged out.
Meanwhile, his businesses and farming enterprises bloomed. The regime had almost effortlessly neutralised
many a political foe, but this was doubtless the big one. It had to do something dramatic â€” which it did with
a detention order. Up until then, he was part of the authoritarian government. The important thing about him,
however, is that he had a sense of decency. He got converted to the cause of pluralism. Considering how
monolithic Kanu was, one can say that he was courageous in coming out to fight the system. The second thing
is that he was a very wealthy man and he was putting at risk all the wealth he had accumulated. But his entry
changed the equation. It represented a new chapter for Kenya. It indicated that there was something very
wrong with the system if people like him, who had been in government and who were comfortable, could turn
against it. Things had to be very bad, people concluded, if somebody like him could leave and join the
Opposition. All secondary schools ,which had European teachers, separated the staff by race different toilets,
housing, and other privileges. African staff were not allowed in the whites-only club house down the road, Mr
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Wachira says. I believe he had arrived straight from Makerere University. He found a good complement of
older African graduate teachers already on the staff. That notwithstanding, pupils noticed that this was a
teacher of a different stripe in several respects. One, he was athletic to a fanatical degree and apparently
competent in multiple sports. He wore shorts most of the time while the older ones preferred the more formal
wear. He did not drink and made it clear to older pupils his distaste of such. He was a stickler for order and
structure and his week on duty was much feared. I have always trusted people. I have never suspected or
believed that people could actually twist truths deliberately to suit their convenience. In fact it arises from a
desire implanted in me by my father and during my school days, to be a master in whatever I do. It is a desire
not primarily to succeed but to merit success. In supposing that others were more concerned in getting a job
done well rather than with who did it, I must have misjudged those who accused me wrongly and had me
incarcerated with criminals condemned to death. But when you come to think about it, maybe there is some
truth in that cutting self-appraisal. Like his sister Susan, Raymond Matiba misses the dad who had not gone to
detention.
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The family laughed and joked and had fun as before. They went to parties and premieres and athletic events,
as before. And as before, the curtains and blinds were thrown wide open to let the sun come pouring in on this
man of the great outdoors. He got through on the second day to talk to Coop for seven minutes. They had been
afraid to mention it to Cooper. Now that they knew he knew, they came or called to offer their condolences, to
"hold his hand" - or to hold the hands of Rocky and Maria. They had expected to find a gloomy home. One
friend asked Rocky: They said there was "something sick" about it, and that the Coopers were carrying that
Togetherness to an extreme. The simple business of living had always been fun for this close-knit family. As
long as there was a breath of life left, it would continue to be fun. This closeness was to carry them through
the most terrible travail of their lives. The Girls tried to keep the business of daily living as normal as they
could. Since Coop wanted no display of grief, he insisted that Maria continue to go out on dates. And the
beautiful year-old apple of his eye continued doing so until late last March, seven weeks before her father
died. He was growing weaker and weaker. Despite his ebbing strength, Coop stayed on his feet as long as he
could. The always-active star seemed to feel that staying in bed too long would only sap his strength. He read
a good deal and spent hours sitting out in the sunshine alongside his swimming pool, where he liked to receive
his visitors. Two and a half weeks before his death, the strain became too much for him. Rex Kennamer
decreed there would be no more visitors. I know all about those news stories that said Coop went into a coma.
Whenever he awoke from his deep sleep he was lucid and able to conduct intelligent conversations. He
suffered untold pain. He never showed it and never complained.
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His Gallant Spirit Went Home: He said of them: Barksdale had been exceedingly impatient for the order to
advance, and his enthusiasm was shared in by his command. Barksdale was standing in front ready to give the
word and to lead. He was not far from me; and so soon as it was signified to me I sent my aid-de-camp,
Captain G. You remember how anxious General Barksdale was to attack the enemy, and his eagerness was
participated in by all of his officers and men, and when I carried him the order to advance his face was radiant
with joy. He was in front of his brigade, hat off, and his long, white hair reminded me of the white plume of
Navarre. I saw him as far as the eye could follow, still ahead of his men, leading them on. The result you
know. You remember the picket fence in front of the brigade? I was anxious to see how they would get over
and around it. When they reached it, the fence disappeared as if by magic, and the slaughter on the other side
was terrible. Barksdale, gallantly leading his men in the terriffic fight, fell mortally wounded. Tell my wife
and children I died fighting at my post. He was buried by his captors in the yard of the home. Barksdale,
formerly member of the Confederate Congress from Mississippi, in a note to the editor of the Jackson
Standard, refers to the recently published statements relative to the removal of the remains of his gallant
brother, Gen. Barksdale, who fell at Gettysburg. The body was brought here by Lieut. Harris Barksdale,
nephew of the deceased, from Washington, where it had been embalmed, and was met at the depot by a
committee of citizens, and conducted to the Capitol, where it lays in state until the hour appointed for the
funeral. Religious services will be performed by the Rev. The procession, under the direction of Col. Donald,
Marshal, and Maj. Herod, Assistant Marshal, will be formed in the following order: Relatives of the deceased,
3. Judges of the High Court, 5. Survivors of the Brigade, 7. The procession will proceed down Capitol to West
Street, and thence to the grave. Walter has been invited and will officiate as Master of Masonic ceremonies.
The following pall bearers have been appointed by the Marshal: Featherston, Hon, Lock E. Covert, and
Marion Smith. A like number will be appointed by the Masonic fraternity. Walter headed the Masonic
contingent that took part in the funeral ceremony, and his words make a good Harvey Washington Walter of
Holly Springs led the Masonic contingent at the funeral of General Barksdale â€” findagrave. When the hour
of peril came to the South, he sought the post of danger, and the halo of heroism illumined the chaplet of the
statesman. At the head of his noble Mississippians, he led the van on the ensanguined field, and wherever
blows fell fastest and blood flowed freest, his manly form was seen and his clarion voice was heard. In the
frightful carnival of death at Gettysburg, he yielded to that conqueror whose command is law, and his gallant
spirit went home. There are a number of photographs of the general extant, but they are all pre-war images.
Perhaps one day a wartime image will turn up, but until that day, the following illustration will have to do.
The book was published in by the Hartford Publishing Company, and as far as I know, it has not been seen on
the internet before: General William Barksdale in the only known image of him in uniform For anyone
wishing to see the grave of William Barksdale, the general is buried in Greenwood Cemetery in Jackson,
Mississippi. Please note that he has a memorial stone in the Confederate section of the cemetery, but his actual
grave site is unmarked in the Barksdale family plot. Greenwood Cemetery in Jackson, Mississippi
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You can't ask for a better place to contemplate creation's beauty than to recline on a garden sofa and gaze at the earth,
the sky and the sea at Safari Beach Hotel in Kenya's South Coast.
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